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Abstract
The structure of seed system networks provides important information about epidemic risk
within the network. We evaluated the structure of a sweetpotato seed system in Northern
Uganda in terms of its utility for distributing improved varieties and its vulnerability to the
spread of potential seed-borne pathogens. Sweetpotato sellers were surveyed in the Gulu Region
of Northern Uganda. Weekly vine sales transactions were tracked through the growing season
(April- October) creating a robust dataset of planting material sales over time, including price,
village sold to, volume, and information about the buyer and seller. From this dataset of known
transactions and the distance between villages, a network of vine movement was constructed. In
silico simulations of the introduction of a novel virus into the systems indicated the potential for
rapid spread. Through simulation of multiple epidemic starting points, nodes of particular
importance to disease sampling and mitigation were identified. This method can serve as an
example, with potential to be used across a wide variety of seed systems.
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Introduction
Seed systems, both formal and informal, are a critical component of global food security. Yet
efforts to implement seed systems that work better for smallholder farmers in low-income
countries have too often been unsuccessful (Gibson and Kreuze 2015; Thomas-Sharma et al.
2016). Improving seed security – defined as timely access to quality planting material by all, at a
fair price (Sperling 2008, Gibson 2011) – is vital for improved livelihoods, particularly for
smallholder farmers. Seed systems are complex, highly nuanced networks with a suite of actors
that move both material and information. Plant disease epidemiologists have given little attention
to the study of seed system networks, although seed systems play a fundamental role in the
spread of plant disease epidemics. Network analysis can be applied to study layered biophysical
and information networks (Garrett 2012b, 2017; Pautasso and Jeger 2008). Agricultural
cropping systems are inherently multi-layer networks of information and biological material.
Network analysis can be applied to define key nodes and actors in a system, provide diagnostic
metrics, and forecast the risk of network fragmentation and pathogen introduction (Garrett
2012b; Harwood et al. 2009; Moslonka-Lefebvre et al. 2011; Pautasso and Jeger 2008;
Sanatkar et al. 2015). Understanding the structure of seed systems can inform policy and
intervention strategies, where intervention may be particularly important in times of acute
insecurity due to weather or biotic stressors. Decisions made in times of crisis can have longlasting impacts on communities (Sperling 2008). Healthy local seed systems have basic
characteristics: access to multiple, well adapted varieties that meet the local product
requirements, at a fair price (Sperling 2008). Having good models of seed systems supports
scenario analyses to determine how likely a seed system is to remain healthy under different
types of stressors.
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This study examines sweetpotato vine transactions in Northern Uganda, illustrating the
potential for seed system network analysis to define a system and assess how it compares to
other seed systems. Sweetpotato is a major staple food crop in many African countries, and
Uganda is the second largest producer in Africa, fourth globally (FAOSTAT 2013). Sweetpotato
is generally grown by women in Uganda in small plots of land, close to the household, and is
important for household food security (Behrman 2011; Johnson and Gurr 2016). In the last
decade, sweetpotato has increased in importance due to the introduction of a betacarotene-rich
biofortified crop known as Orange-fleshed Sweetpotato (OFSP) by HarvestPlus, part of the
CGIAR Research Program on Agriculture for Nutrition and Health. OFSP varieties were
introduced with the goal of addressing vitamin A deficiency in women and children in this
region (Behrman 2011).
Network analyses of seed systems have focused on understanding the effects of social
ties on seed system structure, and how well networks may conserve variety diversity (Pautasso et
al. 2013). Abay et. al (2011) applied network analysis in a study designed to characterize
informal barley seed flows in the Tigray, Ethiopia region, with the goal of informing breeding or
intervention strategies. The authors used network properties, such as betweenness and degree
centrality, to characterize key nodes and their role in connecting the seed system. Each of these
metrics measures the importance of a node in the network in terms of the number of connections
it has, or the number of paths across the network of which it is a part. Network analysis can also
be used to evaluate nodes important for sampling and mitigation of the movement of pathogens
or other contaminants through networks (Sutrave et al. 2012). In a study of wheat grain
movement in the United States and Australia, network analysis was used to identify key
locations that could be strategically targeted for sampling and management of mycotoxins
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(Hernandez Nopsa et al. 2015). Network modeling is increasingly being used to evaluate likely
disease spread, and can provide insights into the utility of forecasting and backcasting (Sanatkar
et al. 2015). To our knowledge, the current study is the first to model the epidemiology of a
novel epidemic introduction in a seed system.
Viruses and other seed-transmitted diseases are important risks to yield and quality
degeneration within seed systems, particularly informal seed systems and without healthy seed
certification protocols. Newly introduced viruses can be particularly severe, as methods for
detection may be limited or unavailable, and resistance may be unavailable for several years. It is
imperative, therefore, that the risk of novel pathogen introduction into a seed system be
understood for the swift recommendation of intervention (such as sampling, quarantine, variety
deployment, and education). This problem was illustrated in 2011 when maize lethal necrosis
(MLN) was first reported in Kenya (Wangai et al. 2012) and soon was found in several SubSaharan African countries. MLN symptom expression results from coinfection with Maize
chlorotic mottle virus (MCMV) and a potyvirus (Mahuku et al. 2015). Since its introduction,
MLN has been detected in several East African countries including Ethiopia, Uganda, South
Sudan, Tanzania, DRC, and Rwanda, and up to a 22% yearly yield loss has been reported (De
Groote et al. 2016; Mahuku et al. 2015). Characterization of seed systems using network
analysis may inform strategic intervention, such as quarantine and sampling, in these scenarios.
Similarly, in 2015 Cassava mosaic virus (CMV) was first detected in Southeast Asia and efforts
are still ongoing to mitigate spread and deploy resistance (Graziosi et al. 2016; Wang et al.
2016).
Viral diseases are major biotic limiters to sweetpotato production in Uganda and
throughout Sub-Saharan Africa, with the most yield-limiting being sweet potato virus disease
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(SPVD), which occurs when a plant is co-infected with Sweet potato feathery mottle virus
(SPFMV) and Sweet potato chlorotic stunt virus (SPCSV) (Karyeija et al. 1998). Seed
degeneration is defined as the successive loss in yield over generations of vegetativelypropagated seed material due to the accumulation of viruses and other seed borne pathogens
(Thomas-Sharma et al. 2016). Degeneration is highly problematic in informal seed systems
where farmers tend to save seed season-to-season and where certified seed sources are rare or
non-existent. Both SPFMV and SPCSV can be transmitted through vegetatively-propagated
material, with evidence of yield degeneration over five generations in high pressure fields in
Uganda (Adikini et al. 2015). SPVD has not yet been reported in Northern Uganda, likely
because the extended dry season in this region is unfavorable for the whitefly vector (Richard
Gibson, personal observation). Changes in climate patterns or vector range, however, could
potentially extend the range of this disease into this region. The potential for novel pathogen
introduction makes it important to model epidemic scenarios to inform intervention strategies.
Understanding key properties that make a seed system successful can help inform seed
system development and strategy. Seed system networks are comprised of a suite of actors, or
nodes, including farmers, buyers, multipliers, NGOs, breeding organizations, traders, villages,
and buyers. The connections between these nodes, generated through formal and informal
interactions (links), are complex and require analyses that address this complexity. Network
analysis allows us to simulate multiple scenarios in known systems, including the impact of node
loss or epidemic spread. In this study we propose a framework for analyzing such networks that
can be transferred to a broad range of seed systems, including informal systems. In this analysis
we aim to; i) characterize key network and node properties within an informal seed system
important to regional food security; ii) evaluate the variety dissemination within the network; iii)
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evaluate scenarios for the introduction of a potential seed-borne pathogen into the system, and
determine the optimal nodes for sampling and intervention.

Methods
Study System
In Northern Uganda, sweetpotato seed material is sold in small bundles of vine cuttings. In this
region, sweetpotato vine distribution is largely informal, consisting of smallholder farmers who
have access to fields with adequate moisture to produce roots and vines through the extended dry
season, which typically lasts from December to April (Gibson 2013). These counter-season
multipliers generally produce local landraces which tend to be well-adapted white-fleshed
cultivars. (Gibson 2013). Vine cuttings are not easily stored, and because of a single, extended
dry season in Northern Uganda, vines need to be obtained by farmers at the beginning of each
season (Gibson et al. 2011). There are also several formal institutions involved in sweetpotato
breeding and distribution in Uganda, which include the National Sweetpotato Program (NSP),
private sector enterprises, and NGOs (Gibson 2013).
Survey Methods
A survey of vine multipliers and sellers was conducted in 2013-2014 in the Gulu Region of
Northern Uganda. Survey methods are fully described by Rachkara et al. 2017, in press. In the
first year of the study (2013), the transactions of a small number of local multipliers were tracked
throughout the season. A more complete cohort of multipliers and sellers were surveyed in 2014.
All seller names have been anonymized to protect the identity of individuals who participated in
this survey. Each seller was visited weekly from the start of the growing season (April) and
surveyed twice per week to record all transactions that occurred in the period since they were last
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visited until the end of the season (August). Volume of transaction (number of bundles), price,
variety, origin of buyer, and buyer type (farmer or seller) were recorded. In this study, a small
bundle refers to 50 vines cut to 40 cm in length. Large bundles are equal to 20 small bundles. For
consistency, large bundles will be used to describe volume in this paper. Because of the high
volume of transactions, names of individual buyers were not collected and therefore sales
transactions were summarized by the village from which the buyer originated.
Seed Network Data Analysis
Nodes in this analysis include sellers and villages, with one set of directed links representing
vine sales from an individual single seller to an individual village. Villages in this region of
Uganda can have between 40-60 households. The categorization of the network into two distinct
types (village and seller), produces a single, bipartite graph. Although several transactions were
recorded on a weekly basis, transactions were generally aggregated so that links represent the
existence of at least one transaction over the course of the season. This part of the network is
based entirely on the data from (Rachkara et al. 2017).
Key network properties, such as number of nodes, network density, and modularity, were
calculated for each year of the survey. Key node properties, such as coreness, closeness, and inand out-degree, were measured for both villages and sellers. These metrics provide insights,
beyond those that can be gained from simple summary statistics, into the role of a node for both
variety distribution and access, as well as vulnerability to pathogen introduction. All analyses
were conducted in the R programing environment (R Core Team 2016) using several software
packages, including igraph (Csárdi and Nepusz 2006).

Modeling Disease Risk in Simulation Experiments
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The introduction of novel pathogens can pose a high risk to seed systems, especially informal
systems. It is important to understand the potential for epidemic spread within a known network
structure. In this analysis, we use both actual 2014 transaction history and spatial nearness to
simulate the introduction of a pathogen into villages.
In order to better understand epidemic risk in the seed system, a second set of undirected
links were added in addition to the known transaction network. These represent the potential for
movement of virus vectors, as well as the potential for informal exchange of potentially infected
planting materials, between nearby villages. The existence of a link between two villages was
evaluated as a function of the distance between them. The likelihood of transmission between
villages was modeled as a function of the Euclidian distance between each pair of villages in the
network. The transmission probability from one village to another follows a power-law
distribution with greater risk for pairs nearer each other. A link is intended to represent both the
potential for seed movement and vector movement, and it is assumed that there is a higher
chance of exchanging seed with nearer neighbors than with villages that are far away. The power
law equation used is Y=AX- β, where X = Euclidean distance between two villages and Y is
proportional to the probability of movement between the villages. When A=1 and β =1.5, this
results in 27% of village pairs being linked.
The first simulation experiment evaluated the potential spread through the network of a
pathogen associated with planting material of a single variety. At the start of the simulation
(Time 1), each seller known to sell this variety had a 5% probability of transmitting the virus to
villages to which transaction connections had been made in the 2014 season. Villages that
became infected after a single round of simulations were assigned an infected status in the
subsequent time step (Time 2). It is not only important to understand what transmission might
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happen within the network, but also to understand the chance that neighbors may become
infected. Transmission in the next time step was a function of nearness of infected villages to
neighboring villages. That is, the closer the neighboring village is, the higher the potential to
become infected in the subsequent time step (Time 3).
In the second simulation experiment, we assess the value of each village as a monitoring
or sampling location. Again, links from sellers to villages are based on known transactions in
2014 and the probability of a link existing between villages is calculated based on a power law
function of distance, with a higher probability of a link between villages that are geographically
close. In this scenario, all nodes (sellers and villages) are assigned an equal likelihood of being
the starting point for an introduced pathogen. For each possible combination of an epidemic
starting node and a sampling node, we determine the number of nodes that could become
infected by the time the pathogen is detected at the sampling node. Summarizing over all the
potential starting nodes allows a comparison of the importance of each node as a potential
sampling node. Simulations were implemented using custom R code.

Results
Network Properties
In 2013 and 2014, 5 and 27 sellers were tracked, respectively. A total of 878 transactions that
occurred in this season were recorded, to 99 distinct villages (Table 1). Using an adjacency
matrix constructed of aggregated transactions from sellers to villages, a network graph was
constructed (Figure 1). It is important to note here that although transactions were collected over
time, the presence of a directed link here represents at least one transaction in the 2014 season.
This graph has a density of 0.013 and a modularity of 0.56 (Table 1). Because density is a
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function of the proportion of possible connections within a network, it makes sense that this
would be low for the graph, as there are no connections between village or sellers, therefore
many potential connections are not realized. Such a high modularity is likely a function of the
high intrinsic community structure in this network.
Node in- and out-degree are the number of links to and from a node, indicating how well
connected individual agents are in a network. The degree distributions of this network are highly
right skewed (Figure 2, b, d), meaning that the majority of villages and sellers have a small
number of connections, while a small number of sellers have many connections. The network
graphs in Figure 2 have node size that is proportional to node in- (a) and out-degree (b). These
metrics are particularly important for characterizing the risk of disease spread, as those sellers
and villages with high node degree have a higher potential to transmit or contract disease.
Variety Dissemination
A total of 15 cultivars were sold during the 2014 season, being a mix of landraces and varieties
introduced by the national breeding program (Figure 3). Six of these cultivars were considered
biofortified-OFSP cultivars. Interestingly, for the top cultivars, there appears to be a
disproportionate number of transactions for the volume that was sold (Figure 3). For example,
the white-fleshed land race, Ladwe Aryo, is sold in hundreds of transactions throughout the
season, but in less volume than the OFSP cultivar, Ejumula. This suggests that a large volume of
certain varieties (particularly those that are orange-fleshed) are sold to a small number of
farmers. When the network is examined in terms of variety, disaggregation becomes apparent
(Figure 4). Evaluating graphs of the distribution of the top eight varieties (Figure 4) indicates
that only a small number of sellers and villages are exchanging orange-fleshed varieties. It
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appears that most villages only buy a single variety, even when they have access to multiple
sellers.
Disease Risk in Simulation Experiments
The potential emergence of a novel virus, or an increase in the incidence and severity of a known
virus, pose a threat to seed systems, especially where material is propagated vegetatively. In this
scenario analysis, virus spread was modeled by introducing infected material of a single variety
into the known transmission network. In Time 1 (Figure 5a) 21 sellers have a 5% potential of
transmitting infected material to known villages. In the set of simulations shown here, six
villages obtain infected vines (Figure 5b). It is common practice in this informal seed system for
vines to be shared between friends, family, and neighbors. Because of this known network
property, it is assumed that villages that are nearest to infected villages will have the highest
chance of receiving planting material that has been infected, such that they also become infected.
In the third time-step presented here, 16 new villages acquire the pathogen, based on proximity.
By Time 3, 22% of villages now have infected planting material and the capacity to spread
infected planting material (Figure 5c). In this analysis of the specific structure of this
sweetpotato seed network, we identify the nodes that are particularly important for mitigating
disease spread. We identify the 20 nodes that would be most favorable for sampling for virus
introduction as the fewest number of villages will be infected by the time the virus reaches these
nodes (Figure 6).
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Discussion
Seed system assessment should be done to determine the normal status of a system, thus enabling
strategic intervention in times of need. Understanding key system properties prior to emergencies
is essential for quality development aid or plans for recovery from a new epidemic. The analytic
framework proposed in this study can be used as a template to characterize and model other seed
systems, particularly those of vegetatively-propagated crops with high potential for seed-borne
pathogen introduction. It is clear from this study that sweetpotato vines in Northern Uganda are
sold in a complex and highly connected informal seed system. There exists a trade-off of
centrality within this seed network. That is, it is favorable to be a node with high in-degree and
centrality because of increased access to a diversity of vines and sellers. However, these metrics
may make a village or individual more susceptible to pathogen introduction. In one scenario
analysis presented here, virus transmission within an informal seed system can be rapid, with
22% of villages becoming infected within a season. Disease transmission in this system is a
function of human movement of planting material and vector transmission of viruses.
This study also used scenario analysis to characterize villages for their utility as sampling
hubs based on a simulation where all nodes had an equal chance of being the point of epidemic
start. Based on this analysis, a subset of 20 nodes were identified as potential monitoring targets
because there is a high likelihood that the virus will be detected in these locations before the rest
of the network becomes colonized. This method can be used to identify sentinel nodes to
prescribe sampling efforts, and can be particularly useful in informal systems where production
and distribution are not centralized, and therefore are constructed due to a number of social and
economic factors. This method can serve as a complement to new diagnostic technologies, such
as loop-mediated amplification (LAMP) assays, which are becoming increasingly available to
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practitioners in the field and have the potential for rapid on-site detection of viruses and other
pathogens (Johnson and Gurr 2016; Sasaya 2015).
The accumulation of virus is a major cause of yield and quality loss in sweetpotato in
Uganda and throughout Sub-Saharan Africa (Clark et al. 2012; Gibson and Kreuze 2015) .
There may be additional viruses that serve as hidden yield-robbers, however, as viral symptoms
can be cryptic or easily confused with other biotic or abiotic stressors (Mukasa et al. 2003). To
better understand the distribution of sweet potato viruses in this region, projects have recently
been underway to sequence the pan-African sweetpotato virome (Kreuze 2014). This large-scale
sampling and sequencing effort gives insight into the total number and abundance of viruses,
both known and novel, across Sub-Saharan Africa. The study of the virome is an exciting new
frontier at the intersection of plant disease epidemiology and seed system assessment and has the
potential to give insight into the major drivers of yield loss in this region (Johnson and Gurr
2016). Sweet potato virus epidemiology, and specifically the transmission of SPFMV, is not only
influenced by crop density and vector transmission potential, but also the abundance of
alternative hosts (Tugume et al. 2016; Tugume et al. 2008). The influence of alternative host
species on disease loss modeling deserves further attention.
The value of variety adoption is an idea that can spread through the system. Variety adoption
in this system appears to follow a “rich get richer” phenomena, meaning that most nodes have a
small number of connections and a small number of nodes have a high number of connections.
This type of social network pattern can be fit by the power-law distribution, a distribution
commonly used to describe pathogen dispersal over a landscape (Barabasi and Albert 1999;
Mundt et al. 2009). When examining vine distribution by variety in this network, it is clear that
some varieties are not well disseminated throughout the network. Based on the observed data, we
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cannot be sure if this is because of preference or availability of planting material, or a
combination of the two. The reason behind this deserves further attention because the adoption
of OFSP is closely tied with human nutritional benefits. Similar methods to those described here
may be utilized to target villages for development projects that aim to disseminate varieties to
key hubs and maximize their distribution.
Understanding the network structure of seed systems provides a unique lens for
understanding variety distribution and pathogen risk. Results from these studies can be
strategically utilized to deploy sampling efforts and to disseminate new varieties in informal seed
systems. With additional data available, there is the potential to analyze these types of seed
transaction networks as components of layered information and biophysical networks (Garrett
2012a, 2017). Future surveys that include questions about social ties and the movement of
information among farmers would support better models of variety adoption and distribution in
this system. Next research steps will include more finely parameterizing transmission patterns,
including the impact of variety resistance, and modeling the gain and loss of key nodes resulting
from the introduction of intervention strategies. There is the potential to include data about
known yield degeneration rates and known environmental conditions to predict regional yield
loss in the case of pathogen introduction. Understanding these system components supports
better strategies for seed system development.
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Table 1
Network characteristics of aggregated sweetpotato vine transactions occurring in the 2014
growing season in Northern Uganda.
Network Properties
Total Nodes
Sellers Villages
Density
Modularity
126
27
99
0.013
0.556
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Figure 1
The network structure of sweetpotato vine transactions occurring in the 2014 growing season in
Northern Uganda with both sellers (blue nodes) and villages (green nodes). Links represent the
occurrence of >1 transaction in the 2014 growing season. Names of villages are true local names
of Ugandan villages, while names of sellers have been anonymized.
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Figure 2
Node degree of villages and sellers. Node size indicates node in-degree for villages (A) and node
out-degree for sellers (C). Node degree is the number of connections to or from a given node.
Node in- (B) and out- (C) degree density reveal a heavily right-skewed node degree distribution,
indicating that a large number of nodes have few connections and a small number of nodes have
many connections.
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Figure 3
Number of transactions (A) and volume sold (B) for the 16 varieties that were sold over the
course of the 2014 growing season. Bar color indicates white-fleshed (blue) and orange-fleshed
(orange) cultivars.
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Figure 4
Networks of dissemination of the top eight cultivars sold during the 2014 growing season. All
sellers and villages surveyed are indicated in each network, while colored nodes represent sellers
and villages involved in the sale or purchase of the specified cultivar. White villages did not
access a given variety in 2014 through this seed network. Node color indicates white-fleshed
(blue) and orange-fleshed (orange) cultivars.
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Figure 5
Networks of simulated pathogen introduction into a sweetpotato seed system in Northern
Uganda. Twenty-one sellers have the potential to transmit a virus in Time 1 (A) through infected
material to villages, based on known transactions, with a 5% chance in Time 2, infecting 6
villages (B). A village in Time 2 has the potential to transmit the virus to neighboring villages,
and infected villages are pictured in Time 3 (C).
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Figure 6
Network resulting from a simulation where each node had equal potential of being the
introduction point of infection. Nodes in red would be favorable for sampling for virus
introduction, as the fewest villages will be infected by the time the virus is detected in these
nodes. White nodes are sellers and green nodes indicate the remainder of villages.
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